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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, norany of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Governmentor any agency thereof.
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SUBMITTED BY: Association of Idaho Cities

Social Responsibility for Bonneville Power Administration:

A Local Government Perspective

Citizens expect government organizations to act in a socially responsible
manner. Local governments, being closest to the people, experience citizen demands
for responsibility most directly. This experience may be relevant to Bonneville, as
there are many similarities between Bonneville Power Administration and local
governments. Both are service providers. Our ratepayers and constituents demand
the most for their dollars and expect us to set an example of good citizenship. Our
rates and taxes effect the economy and jobs. And we are both expected to be con-
cerned about environmental issues.

Local governments suggest that being socially responsible includes many
different actions. All the actions are based on the philosophy that providing services
to the next generation is just as important as providing services today. The local
government associations of the Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana offer
three interrelated aspects of being socially responsible.

1. Focus on the long term.

A primary goal of any society is to maintain its existence with improvements
in social conditions over time. Socially responsible agencies, then, must focus on the
long term. In being socially responsible, BPA may need to forego taking actions that
yield immediate benefits if those actions later could result in a deterioration of long
term conditions. Bonneville's actions in the next three to five years should be ones
that provide for future sustainability and improvements.

2. Enhance positive effects and lessen negative effects of generating

and transmitting electricity.

Bonneville's actions regarding social responsibility should concentrate on its
primary role as a provider of electricity. BPA does not need to address every social
ill, but should be mindful of the effects its actions have on others. The effects which
should be considered include:

- Power system's impact on the environment: placement and health effects of trans-
mission lines, fish and wildlife mitigation for displacement from dams and other
generating sources, toxic chemical cleanup (such as PCB's) and replacement with
fewer and less harmful materials, in-house waste management, and external effects
of new electricity resources.

- Economic impacts from rates and programs: it is not BPA's job to "put a chicken
in every pot." But it should minimize economic disruptions. For example, electric
rates should change gradually and predictably, giving the regional and local econo-



mies time to adjust to increased costs without severe disruptions in production and
employment.

The rates should be adequate to cover the actual costs of building and prop-
erly maintaining the Northwest's electrical system. Rates reflect Bonneville's
committment to long term planning for resources. Poor maintenance may result in
system break downs, higher than necessary repair costs, or early replacement. Sys-
tem maintenance and reliability are important components of our economy, as the
level of reliability can influence a business' decision to locate in a Northwest com-
munity.

BPA also should consider the economic impacts of the types and structure of
its programs. Consider the program participants' distribution of wealth, ability to
pay, and percentage of personal income spent on electricity. Job and income effi_cts
of program operation in a local economy are also important.

3. Continue public involvement

Citizens of the Northwest will judge BPA as socially responsible if BPA
continues to be publically responsive. Listen, consider, and then respond, explaining
how input affected decisions. BPA should continue to ask what specific actions the
pubJic it serves wants taken to meet the two aspects of social responsibility de-
scribed above. Continue to provide the public an opportunity to apply the social
responsibility criteria in such areas as fish and wildlife programs, advisory boards for
program design, and active public information campaigns on rates, policies, financial
management strategies, etc.

The experience of local governments shows that if BPA were to apply these
three general principles--focus on the long term, focus on direct effects, and con-
tinue public involvement--to specific questions of action, BPA would more often
than not satisfy its goal of being socially responsible.



Achieving Social Reponsibility
- By Bonneville Power Administration

Last year, BPA managers adopted an internal vision to Changing Values
guide decisions. The vision said BPA aims to be "the most
competitive and socially responsible power system in the Between 1937 and today, the region and the nation
nation." What does it mean to be socially responsible? expanded the definition of social g(xgd. No longer are low
This paper, prepared for the 1991 Programs in rates to stimulate economic development the single
Perspective process, examines this question. The question measure of success. Now the tradeoffs between economic
is not whether BPA will seek to be socially responsible -- good and other values in society are weighed. Laws and
that decision has already been made in legislation and regulations never dreamed of in 1937 reflect these new
our own statements of purpose. But rather, what would societal values and guide decisions. Laws like tile
success look like? We need your advice. By getting your Endangered Species Act, the Pacific Northwest Electric
views, we hope to provide better service to you and the Power Planning and Conservation Act, and the National
Northwest. Environmental Policy Act are on the books. BPA is bound

to comply with these laws and regulations and intends toHow do we decide if an action or decision is socially
responsible? Keeping the lights on, recycling, cleaning up do so in tile best spirit of these laws.
hazardous waste, striving for equal opportunity,
promoting conservation, these actions might easily be Defining Social Responsibility
identified as socially responsible. Deciding ar_ong rate in Today's Terms
designs that affect customer groups differently; choosing Ask utility, environmental group representatives and
contract terms that may be more advantageous to one BPA managers to define social responsibility and you will
party than another; determining what environmental costs get many different answers. Careful thought raises
to include for resource planning; or, weighing which are questions -- What is socially resl_onsible for the
least acceptable, impacts to fish or impacts to air quality Northwest? Is what's best for the Northwest best for the
from coal plants --the socially responsible decision in nation? What are the expectations of the Northwest for
these cases is less clear. Yet, each day BPA staff include BPA?Where do our responsibilities end? What priority
social responsibility in their decision criteria when they does social responsibility have in decision criteria? Can
choose among options. At this year's Programs In being socially responsible make BPA nx)st competitive in
Perspective meetings, BPA seeks your advice on how the Ions term? How?
these decisions can be made.

BPA'sTraditional Role Bonneville's Role: Architect of Change?
In _he last year, BPA has taken an active role in issues

BPA is a federal agency, managed by federal employees, related to the environment and endangered species. BPA
Though distinct from other agencies because it is a federal participated in the Salmon Summit, designed to find
business enterprise financed through rates not taxes, BPA effective actions in the face of proposed listings of
was established to _rve a defined customer base in a threatened and endangered salmon species. BPA
manner which also conforms to federal laws.

analyzed environmental costs of resources, and plans to
In the 1930s and 1940s the nation had a vision for include the impacts of these costs in its 1992 Resource

BPA. Bring low cost power to the Northwest. Stimulate Program. Spending for fish and wildlife mitigation and
the economy. Develop the region. Social needs, social conservation increased. For these and other sensitive
goals. And BPA employees worked with other federal issues, BPA stepped out and assisted the debate. In the
agencies, primarily the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau coming years, the region will face more challenges. What
of Reclamation, to do just that. Dams were dedicated, is the appropriate role for BPA? Should BPA react to
transmission lines connected the power sources with change, or be an architect of it?
communities and industry, switches were pulled, and the

initial missio:l or BPA and these agencies was fulfilled, lt Social Responsibility and Rates
was what most of the people wanted.

The responsibility didn't end there. BPA still has the BPA strives to provide low and stable rates to its
same mission, to provide power to those who need it, at customers. Low rates are considered a benefit to the
the lowest possible rates consistent with sound business region; BPA thereby p_ovides a public service by helping
principles. That hasn't changed. The world we live in has. the region take advantage of its particular economic asset,
Being a socially responsible entity is part of BPA's roots, its wealth of water resources. Actions to protect fish runs,
but what does it mean to the Northwest in today's terms? to mitigate environmental impacts, to acquire new
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resources, and to keep recreation areas usable, either cost Indicators of Success
money or decrease revenues. This affects rates. To what
extent is incurring these costs, which must then be If we can define what social responsibility is and

where BPA should focus, how will we know when we getincluded in rates, socially responsible? Are low rates
more important than paying rapidly for these actions? there? What are the standards of success that BPA should
Would the public choose to pay more to "keep the lights use? Should the measuring stick be the region letting BPA
on" and have more fish? How much more? To what know what its needs are? What are the limits for

extent is being socially responsible more than how much responding to these needs? How should we respond if the
any action costs the agency, the customer, the ratepayers? region lacks consensus? If ali parties in a debate believe a
And what about cleaning up polluted sites? What is the decision is a good one, is that a good standard? Which
most socially responsible approach, and how much are long-term values should drive decisions? Should BPA
we willing to pay to accomplish it? How will we know take the Ions-term view? Should BPA do more during
when enough is enough? Are there environmental good economic times than during bad?
solutions that are economically neutral, such as
environmental power exchanges and water conservation? Conclusion

In the next few years BPA will renegotiate its power Social responsibility means different things to different
sales contracts with its customers. How should people. BPA managers may define it as "the way of doing
environmental responsibilities be factored into these business," as "doing what's best for the Northwest," and
discussions? "the way to be the most competitive in the long term."

What BPA needs now is your opinion. Should we "do
Equity Among Customers only what we have to," or provide leadership, or find a

What about differing customer needs in the region? role somewhere in between?
Does the region want us to do everything we can to beShould BPA design programs that uniquely fit some

customers? For example, should BPA continue its the most socially responsible power system in the nation?
programs for low income farmers and homeowners? Who Are there lines we should not cross, or pragmatic, natural
will pay for special programs? If a program benefits one constraints to respect? How does this meld with
or some customers, should BPA proceed, even if there is competitiveness? We are looking forward to hearing your
some impact to competitiveness for other customers? If opinions at this year's Programs in Perspective meetings.
one part of the region grows and needs new resources, Help us define where social responsibility should fit into
should that part of the region pay for added costs to meet BPA's decisions, and how to know when we get it right.
its needs?What role should the marketplace have in
determining rates? How should Bonneville balance social
responsibility to various groups (e.g., fishery interests,
special c_Jstomergroups, industry, low income,
recreationists, landowners)?

Meeting Load Growth
As loads grow in the region, BPA will need new

resourcesto supply the demand. Conservation programs
are expanding; resource acquisition bidding processes
will provide some resources. What should BPA's
customer service policy be? Should BPA continue to plan
to serve only those who officially make notice to us?Or
deliberately plan for more in order to demonstrate our
ability to serve ali eligible customers at low cost? To meet
growing loads we may have to acquire power from new
generating plants or build new transmission facilities.
Public opposition may surface in either case. How should
our resource acquisition programs consider
electromagnetic field effects, global warming and other
issues?Should resources that may contribute to global
warming be eliminated? Are new transmission lines
preferable to power plants or curtailing some loads? Is it
socially responsible for BPA to protect its customers from
any new resource risk? Should some be protected from
risk or should customers be rewarded for taking risks?

8 Discussion Papers
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-, ,].._,,,:,,--,_.-,:,-,.,..,,,:._i--.]:,_,_._._,,._:_..Defining BPA's Social Responsibilities

Tn regard to fish and wildlife activities, it is the view of

the Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Authority (CBFWA), that

Bonneville Power Administration's (BPA) social responsibili-

ties fall into two categories:

• a conservation ethic, and

• a willing partner ethic

BPA does not directly manage fish and wildlife resources or

the habitat dedicated to these resources• Yet BPA has tre-

mendous influence in regard to the action taken with respect

to protection, mitigation, and enhancement of the region's

fish and wildlife resources through its funding directives

associated with the Northwest Power Act's Fish and Wildlife

Program (Program)•

BPA, with its large fish and wildlife staff, influences many

of the management activities of others. Therefore, the

agency would be well-served to develop a conservation ethic,

both an internal and external statement to aid understanding

BPA's views in regard to fish and wildlife management• As an

example, within the past several years, BPA has shifted its

funding interests from mainstem passage research, to hatchery

construction, to protection of "wild" populations, to en-

hancement of potentially endangered populations of salmon and

steelhead. These shifts in funding priorities are neither

right nor wrong, but because of their frequency, it is diffi-

cult for agency and tribal fish and wildlife managers and the

public to follow the program direction. It would be very

useful for BPA to establish a set of socially responsible

conservation standards (ethics) which would allow others to

know where the agency stands and what it supports. The

Programs in Perspective (PIP) is a forum where BPA could

carry out the debate over a conservation ethic statement.
i: _ _i
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The second ethic, of being a willing partner, speaks to BPA

positioning itself, as an inclusive participant. BPA's

implementation role in the Program tends to split the Program

measures into project specific procurement activities dealing

with specific entities. One-on-one dealings should be the

last step in Program implementation not the first. BPA's

social responsibilities would be considerably enhanced with a

statement as to how they intend to keep all interested par-

ties aware of what is going on within the implementation

process.

Given the many relationships BPA has with its customers, the

agency might want to establish an annual forum for examining

those relationships on an individual basis and doing some-

thing like a "how's it working?" process. Often, when an

agency has many activities going on, and is attempting to be

responsive, a great deal of emphasis is placed on "let's get

going", or perhaps, more bluntly, "let's get something going

to keep folks happy". Once the wheel is greased, the agency

moves to the next squeak. BPA might wish to consider, on a

routine basis, a way to keep the wheel greased.

Submitted by:

juX_ R. Dofialdso_n, PhD

utive Director
29, 1991
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, Colville Confederated Tribes
P.O. Box 150_ Nespelem, WA 99155 (5_) 634-4711

_. July 31, 1990

Mr. James J. Jura, Administrator
Bonneville Power Administration
P.O. Box 3621

Portland, OR 97208-3621

Subject: BPA - Socially Responsible

Dear Mr. Jura:

On behalf of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Indian Reservation,

we are pleased to participate in your 1991 Programs in Perspective and
submit our comments on the issue of BPA's role as a socially responsible

power system.

The Colville Indian Reservation is bounded on three sides by the

Columbia and Okanogan Rivers. Grand Coulee Dam and Chief Joseph Dam are

both sited in part, as well as the reservoirs behind them, on

reservation land on the southern boundary. Electrical Power and, in the

case of Grand Coulee Dam, irrigation are the benefits derived from these

two gigantic complexes. A grid of transmission lines from these two

dams provide energy for the Pacific Northwest and surplus power is
marketed to utilities as far away as California.

The Grand Coulee Dam Project was the major source of electricity for the

industries in the region during World War II and contributed enormously
to this country's war effort. Conversely, Grand Coulee Dam was also the

single greatest factor in the destruction of the salmon runs on the

upper reaches of the main stem Columbia, particularly the great fishery

at Kettle Falls. This site was a historic gathering place for many

tribes in the Pacific Northwest and archaeological evidence reveals that

this had been so for thousands of years. Construction of Chief Joseph
Dam further insured the destruction of the Salmon runs.

In the case of Grand Coulee Dam, whole reservation communities were

uprooted with considerable disruption to the people involved and even

the cemeteries had to be moved to higher ground. Ali of this is well

documented and we need not belabor the point here. We simply want it

kept in mind that these projects came with a high price for the
Colvilles.
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Mr. James J. Jura

July 31, 1991

A casual glance at an aerial photo quickly shows where all the project
benefits from Grand Coulee Dam and Chief Joseph Dam flow; to the south

and west, away from the Reservation. Ironically, the tribal membership

_i not served by local Public Utility Districts pay some of the highest

i rates for electrical power in the region. There are no irrigation
_ benefits provided to the Colvilles, although Indian irrigation was|:
II included as justification for the construction of both projects.
e_

For many years now, the Colvilles have had a claim in the Courts by
virtue of their interest due to tribal lands being utilized in the

production of power at Grand Coulee Dam. And this claim is presently
under review by a Federal Court in Washington, D.C. This same

compelling circumstance also holds true where Chief Joseph Dam is
concerned, although no claim has yet been filed involving this facility.

i No matter how the court action goes, it is very likely final resolution

will need to conclude with negotiations with the Executive and

Legislative branches of the Federal government.

Additionally, in FY 1991, the Colvilles and the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers succeeded in getting Congressional funding for a

reconnaissance study on the merits of a pool raise behind Chief Joseph

Dam for the generation of additional hydropower. The Colvilles are very
interested in becoming a sponsor for this project and accordingly share

in the proceeds from the additional power that would be marketed through
BPA. This is an unique venture, but not without precedent.

In both of the above undertakings we strongly desire the assistance and

cooperation of the Bonneville Power Administration. For once, the
tribes could be beneficiaries of these multi-purpose projects which have

._ already forever removed from use many acres of tribal lands, much of it

valuable cropland. The memories of relocated townsites and family

burial plots would become much less bitter and the lost salmon runs more

palatable. We fervently hope BPA will work with us in these efforts.

And last, but not unimportant, we would also like to work with BPA and
the Northwest Power Planning Council in the mitigation efforts on lost

fish and game habitat, substantial portions of which lie within tile
boundaries of the Colville Reservation.

Thank you for inviting us to share our thoughts.

Sincerely,

• .... V C
Jude C. Stensgar, Chairman _
Colville Business Council

JCS :DLK: cc



INDIAN TRUST RESPONSIBILITY

The purpose of this paper is to lay out, in very general terrns, Secretary Lujan's
position on the exercise of Indian trust responsibility.

Of primary concern to the Secretary is that the leadership of the Department
understand that this trust responsibility, in its entirety, extends to, is held by and
must be discharged by each and every official in the Department, especially those
who are policitical appointees.

,._ECRETARY'$ DEFINITION

In addition to the numerous statutory trust responsibilities created by Congress
over the decades, Secretary Lujan Further defines the parameters of Indian trust
responsibility as being whatever reasonable actions must be taken to protect from
loss or damage those physical assets which the Federal government holds in trust in
behalf of the Indians of the United States.

ENFORCEMENT

It is Secretary Lujan's position that all Interior Department officers, particularly
political appointees, must exercise and enforce the Federal government's Indian
trust responsibility. In particular, each of the five other Assistant Secretaries and
each of the nine other bureau directors has just as great a trust responsibility as does
the Secretary or the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs.

LIABILITY

Various cases, including Nevada v. United States, Northern Paiute Tribe v.
United States, and United States v. Mitchell have graphically demonstrated that a
failure to effectively protect Indian resources can result in millions of dollars of
federal liability. In the Mitchell case the court pointed out what Department
political appointees should take to heart when it stated:

"Given the existence of a trust relationship, it naturally follows that the
Government should be liable in damages for the breach of its fiduciary
duties."

$26.5 million was paid by the Federal Government to the plaintiffs in the
Mitchell case for damages incurred as a result of a breach of trust responsibility. The
award for breach of trust responsibility in the Northern Paiute case was $8 million.

-13-
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PROGRAMS IN PERSPECTIVE: SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BPA

Submitted by the Eugene-Springfield
Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)

Bonneville Power Administration's (BPA) social responsibilities are
commensurate with its influence in the region's power system. As th___gemajor player,
BPA must adopt policies and procedures that set the standard in the region. Given
BPA's dominant position, nothing less meets the responsibility test.

The challenge of social responsibility has several components: conservation,
environment, human/community values, effective community participation, energy
reliability and full recognition of ali external costs.

Conservation is recognized as the preferred resource but is being under-utilized.
BPA's responsibility here is clearly reflected in the influence it has over both utility
decisions and private sector alternatives. The basic principle should be a megawatt
saved is worth more than a megawatt of new generation when external costs are
included. The cost measure should be the marginal cost of the new generation resource,
not melded costs, which unfairly distort the relative cost of conservation and new
generation.

More and more, our society is requiring its important institutions to consider the
broader consequences of their actions. We are beginning to recognize that the true cost
of some activities is far greater than the sum of materials and labor they consume. We
are learning to assess these other costs effectively and to bill them to those who have
incurred them.

The CAC is a citizen's committee appointed to evaluate two BPA proposed
power lines in the Eugene-Springfield area. We are finding that the BPA is in a
transition where it is beginning to truly recognize social and environmental costs
incurred by power line construction, but that it does not as yet appear to have fully
accepted these costs as equivalent to the costs of land, towers, and line. The now-
dated Eugene/Springfield DEIS, while discussing and analyzing these other costs, clearly
focused on the land and hardware costs of action options. There was not an adequate
effort to quantify and weigh the social and environmental impacts, and the values of the
community.

Society expects reliability, however the BPA needs to look at a broad spectrum
of ways to meet that reliability; ways that do not preclude its other equally important
social responsibilities. There must be accurate assessment of long and short term costs
and benefits of ali options.

, Our society has long valued low power rates. Low rates, we felt, meant that we
could use more power, and have more money left over for other things. In simple
economic terms, power was a cheap ingredient to whatever we were deing. Ratt_er than
spend money for insulation in our homes, we just added more electric heat; it was
cheaper.

But now we have learned that our energy consumption has other costs. It has
costs for our rivers and fish, and to our forest lands, lt has costs to community and

:i regional values, lt may have nemm costs to t.ose w,_o ,vc mad woJk neat puwc_ li,,_.

i There is increasing concern over ever-growing power grids. Property values in areas
_sm
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I of these transmission corridors are significantly affected as a direct result of aesthetic,i

environmental, and health concerns. Groups like us all over the Northwest and the
! country are asking the BPA to fully account for these costs. We are asking for a re-
I evaluation of the premise that our primary concern as consumers is for cheap power.
] This is a misleading oversimplification of public opinion. We are saying that cheap

power has hidden costs, and that artificially cheap power is the enemy of conservation,
:! and ultimately hurts us all.

We want the BPA to be the leader. We want the BPA at every level to

i implement conservation not just on one or two fronts, but to lead the way on every

viable front. Conservation is the most important and socially responsible strategy that
the BPA should incorporate to meet continued energy needs. Though the BPA has made
inroads in this area, a much more aggressive and committed program is necessary.
We urge fuller implementation of peak load control measures and a focus on cooperation
instead of competition. We urge the BPA to develop a rate structure that discourages
wasteful electrical use and rewards conservation. Planning models and perspectives that
piace a "least desirable" status on the construction of new power line routes should be
fully developed, so that those alternatives may be fully investigated and evaluated along
with the traditional "best engineering" stand point.

Talk to the people. Do not just talk to the planners and a few local officials.
Do not assume you know what the people want - or what is best for them. Ask them.
Local citizens should be effectively involved with the BPA planning process before lines
are drawn on a map, or a study area strictly defined, certainly before a DEIS. The
premature siting of power lines before there is a need is a difficult issue. On the one
hand it enables local government to enact effective land use regulations and allows
newcomers to the area to make decisions about their future homes. On the other hand
it negates the decisions, and in many cases the financial integrity of the families who
already live in the area, and places a cloud of uncertainty on them. Decisions
concerning the consequences and manifestation of these two perspectives, along with
alternative options should made at the local level with public participation. Community
criteria and values must be incorporated in the BPA planning process.

,. We applaud the BPA in its willingness to address these issues. The CAC thanks

the BPA the opportunity to participate hope commentsfor in the PIP. We these will be
incorporated in the planning perspectives that are to emerge.

Social Responsibilities
Submitted by the CAC
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A SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE BPA

by James M. Baker, Assistan_ Northwest Representative

Like most Ideals, social responslbll ity I seem unable to define wlthout

descending into cliche and cant, but I know lt when I see It. Just as

competitiveness Is much more than simply keeping rates low. (Actually I
bel ieve #hat _JPA's prices have little or nothing to do with its abil Ity to

compete as _'_utility. ) So, too, social responsibillty is more than the sum of

keeping th_ lights on at lowest system cos#, protecting the week and
defenseless, and Involving the public in declslon-making.

Recently in the effort to reinforce the Puget Sound portion of the regional

grid, Bonneville provided e good example of what c,3mes to mind when I think of

social responsibil Ity. Due to burgeoning peak loads In the I-5 corridor, the

region faced a potentially catastrophic voltage collapse -- in other words,
brown-outs or even black-outs -- if, during a Siberian express llke the blast

last Christmas, a major trans-Cascades transmission line (or a large

generating station) were to fail.

To avert disaster, BPA received advice, both internal and external, to

immediately build a new trans-Cascades llne top or a big new genera#lng.

resource In, Puget Sound -- both optlons expensive and environmentally
damaging. But instead of charging ahead, the agency held numerous pub_ lc

meetings, eventually impanelling a citizen sounding board for the project.

And instead of advocating one option or the other, BPA al so kept its engineer's

at work searching for other, more attractive alternatives. They found one -_

a new substation near El lensburg which wlll provide more than sufflclent

voltage support on the _ra_,s-Cascades transmission system into the next
century and at a fraction of what the other options wo,Jld ha' cost. Such

creativity in keeping the lights on at lowest system cost rep_ :senls what I

want #o see In a socially responsible util i#y, and In thls particular case,
Bonneville deserves a big round of praise.

In other Instances, however9 E_A clearly has room for improvement toward its

goal. A couple years ago the agency released a study of its capabil Itles to

acquire energy conservation resources. In the analysis, Bonnevllle seriously
opined that, in the very best _ase, util tries could install all cost-effective

conservation measures in only 50-60 percent of the region's schools.

Given the crisis in education, especially for adequate funding, which we face

in this nation, and given the fundamental importance of educatlon to a free

society, I flnd BPA's projections o:f how much conservation can be captured i,_

our schools shockingly implausible. But assuming for the sake of illus#ra#lon

that the study so far as i_ went was correct, a socially responsible
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Friends of the Earth

Bonneville would put Its creative talents fo work fo flnd a way to del iver
conservation to every one of the region's schools. To my knowledge, the
agency has never committed to, much less found a means of, del Iverlng ell
cost-effectlve conservation measures to all of the region's school, ¢o ell of
the region's public hospitals, to the homes of all of the r'egion'sbillpayers
who endure in poverty, etc. A socially responsible BPA will do so.

A soclally responsible BPA will also seek to protect the most defenseless
among us -- the planet's wild creatures and the Bir, water, and sell upon
which they (and we humans) depend for survival. If nothing else, the recent
prel imlnary listings of salmon stocks for profecflon under the Endangered
Species Act prove that, despite large expenditures and blgger expenses over
the last decade, Bonneville has not met i¢s social responsib111ty to the
environment. As e front-line participant in the Salmon Summit and other
recent proceedings to save the fish_ I have been deeply disappointed by a BPA
which has chosen: to propose solutions that constitute more of the felled
same_ to advance its own ideas Instead of listening to experts who know whet
the flsh really need, to engage in smoky backroom negotiations beyond publ ic
scrutiny much less Its participation, to blame squawfish (and so many other
things) rather than the hydropower system for the salmon's declIne, end to
spread false information.

Of this last_ I would point to a copyrighted article In The Ore_g_gnlen10st
winter in which BPA estimated that fish resforatlon might elimlnate from the

hydropower system some 11,000 megawatts -- more than half of regional power
supply! Such a patently false statement for public consumption serves no
useful purpose whatsoever, in the current flsh crlsls, Bonneville has not
shown social responslblllty, and the better course of valor Is for me to move
on without writing down here the adjectives that keep comlng to mlnd.

Part and p_rcel of socia_ responsibility is a commitment to public
participation in making public pal icy decisions. BPA deserves the highest
commendation for holding these Programs in Perspective and its regular Public
Interest Groups meetings, which give the public direct access to the
Administrator and the agency's highest level managers. No law or regulation
requires these meetings, thus lt is all the more to the agency's credit that
BPA has provided these unique and vital opportunities for publ ic
participation. In seeking to become the world's most soclally responsible
ufIllty, BPA should now take the next step from llstenlng to the pub_lc's
viewpoint, end involve the public directly in making the bedrock declslons on
how to keep the lights on at lowest system cost.

As I implled at the outset of these remarks, social responsibll ity and
competitiveness are just different sides of the same coin -- at least they are
for I_PA. As a public agency_ Bonneville is first and last accountable to our
society, all the people. By contrast, a private utility must flrst, last, and
in-between stand accountable to its stockholders, which at least tempts the
investor-owned outfit to give different definitions to, and set different
priorities for_ competitiveness ar_l1 social responsibility. A socially
responsible BPA wlll compete very well Indeed for those who in the most
fundamental sense own the agency.
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BPA SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Submitted by Idaho Department of Water Resources

As a public agency, Bonneville Power Administration has a responsibility for the
protection of anadromous fish runs in the Pacific Northwest which transcends any other
requirements of federal laws. This responsibility requires that power generation system
operations be conducive to fish survival.

Five runs of salmon have either been petitioned for listing under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) or a decision to list has already been made. These include Snake
River sockeye salmon and spring, summer, and fall chinook. The main-stem dams
along the lower Snake River below Lewiston, Idaho and the Columbia River have been
identified as some of the principal causes of fish mortality. BPA receives and markets
the energy from these dams. If the fish are to survive or recover to acceptable levels,
some changes must be made in the manner of operation of these dam projects. This
may include reservoir drawdown during migration periods and/or modification of project
features such as spillways, navigation locks, power intakes, or fish passage facilities to
accommodate the fish. This could result in reduction in :he amount ¢,f energy produced
at the projects.

BPA could take the attitude that whatever is done for protection of fish must not
result in the loss of power generation. This would certainly be a responsible position
from the standpoint of BPA's power customers. However, it would be totally
irresponsible from the public standpoint of protection of the fish resources. The ESA
expresses a public position that significant species of wildlife are to be protected and,
if endangered or threatened with extinction, recoveI)' plates are to be developed and
implemented by federal agencies. This policy raises survival of the fish to a position
where it supersedes consideration for customers, rates, or other power concerns. BPA
can either wait until it is compelled to become part of the solution or it can aggressively
seek to protect the fish even at the expense of the power system. A socially-responsible
BPA would do the latter.

lt is not meaningf';l for BPA to throw money at the problem. Offering to buy
water fiom upstream while maintaining status quo operation of main-stem power projects
is not responsible. The acquisition of storage from Snake River reservoirs and
augmentation of flow during the out-migration periods add little, if any, benefit to the
fish. The dams have so disrupted the natural stream conditions, and particularly, water
velocity from the free-flow condition that the fish cannot navigate the eight slack water
pools which have been created. The operation of these pools must be modified to return
the river to as near natural condition as possible if the fish are to survive and recover.
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Submitted by Joint PPC & DSI Inc.

DefiningOur SocialResponsibilities-PPC and DSI's

BPA's customers recognize and endorse the importance of social
responsibility and accountability. However, BPA must adhere to its primary
mission, which is to provide reliable, low cost power to the Northwest. Social
responsibility is not a mandate to go beyond the requirements of prudent utility
practice and of law. Social responsibility is a prua,'nt business policy aimed at
enhancing the long term competitiveness of BPA and its customers.

BPA's customers are close to the popular sentiment of social responsibility.
In the case of public power, the direction of the utility is determined by the
people served by the utility. BPA's direct service industries also recognize their
social responsibilities to the region and the communities in which they are
located. Thus, BPA should work with its customers in partnership to determine
the extent of our mutual social responsibilities on any given issue. We recognize
that partnership will entail a more proactive approach on the part of both BPA
and its customers and we are prepared to take on that role.

We must ensure that as we develop solutions to social and environmental
problems, costs are equitably shared among customer classes, and that solutions
arrived at provide for accountability. Also, all of those who have contributed to
environmental and social problems must share in the cost of their solution.

How do these principles apply to the examples BPA provides'?

1. There may be instances where BPA should go beyond the requirements of
law, but these should be determined on a case-by-case basis in partnership
with BPA's customers;

2. The regional responsibility to fish and wildlife should include a re-direction
of the program to meet the needs of marginal stocks irl a cost-effective
manner;

3. Regarding EMF concerns, a policy of prudent avoidance is appropriate,
supported by continuing research;

4. The customers of BPA expect that BPA will maintain a low cost, reliable
power system that addresses social and environmental issue in partnership;
and

5. There is no single, correct method to quantify environmental costs. BPA
should recognize the diversity of quantification methods. Where
environmental costs are quantifiable they should be used in resource
selection decisions and internalized in the costs of existing resources.

pip



SUBMITTED BY: Oregon Trout oR_oo_otrr

WHAT IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT AND RESTORE
WILD, NATIVE SAI2_ONIDS?

Recent pefltionRfor the prote_on of _ho, ecckeye and chinook salmon

in the Columbia River under the Bndanger_i Sptr_icsAct heJ made the reg/on,

especially f_leral agencies, aecountabl¢ for the protoc-tion of wild, native

talmoni&.

Pdor to these petitions, the ©mphastswas on increasing the aupply of

salmon for commodity uaes. The struggle oa the Columbia/_ b_tween who w_uId

control the river:,the/_h e_n_/ce or the _lectrlc_l industry, lt ima/_ht

be_ commodity intores_ The fish agendes, including the tribes, consider

the salmon a "produot" and their whole attention is toward _in8 product/oa.

Under rho Northwest Pow_ Planning Act, the fish agcmdcs emph_

increased hatchery production and control of flows to impruve pasuge survival lhr

the salmon. This, in combination with the U.SYCanada Treaty, would _ the

supply of salmon retemta8 to tribal and other fisheries for Oregon and

WuhtnSton. On the Columbia Rlvr,r the U.S.v. Oregon court ordered agreement

set out a lesal sharing agreement between the states and the tn'bes. The missing

llnk Is added hatchery production and control over flc_vs in the Columbia River to

inmate the salmon,upply.

The hydro system Is the largest salmonid harvester in the Columbia Rtver

Basin. The constntction of the dam| inundated prlnc/plo chinook spawning areas

and totally d/minated _om udmonkh from a third of the bas_ Annual,

low flow mort_ttm camod by the dams and reservoirs deft,at any restoration

efforts for salmon and steelhe,ad in the upper basin. Altogether, over 220 wild



populations of salmon and stoclhead haw boon drivol_Lto elatinctionby the l_dro

_stem.

Together, the oommodlty interests of th_ _h agenoim and _ovs and that

of the hydroelectric industry have driven the salmonklresource_of the Columbia

to the brink of total _ttinetton- The odsttng wild populattom represent only 3

pcwemt of their historic abundance. In the last ten yean, the Power Council has

spent 1 biliton delian on _h restoration measures, yet salmon popular/ore

continue to ge extinct and ESA petittom have been filed. What's wrong with thh

plctur_?

We need to foous on first prlnvlple6. The Columbia Basin it a comp1_x

ecosystem the ,,ire of Frano¢. But we have ignored it and hav_ very little

understanding of how it fuacttom biologlcal_. We have also fail_ to focus oar

management on distinct salmonld populations. We have failed to appreciate the

fact that these fish become adapted to their home streams and are lrreplaooable.

In order to maintain the species we must conserve the populatlom that compc_z

those ,pecleL

The hydro industry hat dena_lopat markets independent of tht_flow needs

of the salmonids. Thcsj have bought Into the mplaoomtmt o£ wild salmonidJ with

hatchery_k Comequently, the Columbia River has been changed by our

collecth_ technologysothatthe wild, nativo salmon/alsareconfi'ontod by ahmtile

environment filled with domestic salmonlds that cause the farther depletion of

wild populations. Yet, because of the ESA_ the region k now held aooountable to

theprotectionof wild satmonids.How dowe changea socialand cultural syttc_

basedon wchnologytoberespomlvoto_ new comervat/onmandate?



SUBMITTED BY: Pacific Power & Light

Defining BPA's Social Responsibilities

The primary social responsibility of the Bonneville Power Administration is to
provide its electric customers with adequate, reliable power at reasonable prices
while minimizing and preventing environmental effects associated with that service.
According to our customers, solid service is the chief hallmark of a good corporate
citizen and the characteristic most valued in the communities we serve. We
believe the same tenet holds true for BPA.

To continue to be a low-cost, reliable supplier, BPA must strive to minimize costs
while maintaining debt repayment to the U.S. Treasury. This is especially
important in view of repeated attempts by the Administration to restructure BPA's
repayment stream and debt obligation.

We recognize that while social responsibility starts with solid customer service and
fiscal accountability, it does not necessarily end there. BPA should be a regional
leader in the areas of energy efficiency and development of renewable resources.
This is not to say, however, that BPA needs to spend enormous amounts of
dollars launching new efficiency programs or subsidizing the development of large
amounts of renewables. Rather, BPA should focus on working with its customers
tc) promote increased use of energy efficient appliances and technologies as well
as encourage greater regional participation in BPA efficiency programs such as the
Super Good Cents, manufactured homes and efficient water heating programs,
among others.

In addition, BPA should send clear "signals" to its customers about the importance
of energy efficiency and should revise policies that effectively discourage utility
investment in efficiency resources. For example, BPA's current average system
cost methodology does not allow exchanging utilities tc) include the full cost of
conservation activities or the Super Good Cents program, yet such activities help
reduce BPA's total costs, benefiting ali customers.

To encourage renewable resource development, BPA should work together with
others in the region tc) accomplish the necessary research and other groundwork
that will lead tc) the ultimate development of more renewable resources in the
Northwest. In keeping with this, Pacific supports BPA's proposal tc) the federal
Department of Energy to "confirm" the viability of renewables through a
collaborative effort with regional utilities, the Power Planning Council, conservation
groups and others.

BPA also should address emerging environmental issues including global warming,
EMF, endangered species and others. As part of being environmentally sensitive,
BPA should operate openly and participate actively in public dialogue on
environmental issues and prevent environmental problems before they occur. BPA
can serve as a source of information and participate with customers in cooperative
research and other efforts to learn more about environmental problems as well
as approaches to solving them.
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While BPA should address environmental issues, it must be careful that its policies
on these issues are based on sound scientific research and address the interests

of its customers. For example, BPA's concern over global warming led it to
consider a policy of promoting fuel-switching. Not only is it short-sighted and
poor public policy to promote the use of a finite, non-renewable resource like
natural gas, it also is inappropriate for a federal agency to interfere in the
competitive marketplace. The better approach to address global warming and one
well within BPA's authority and scope is to promote the more efficient use of
electricity. In short, BPA should be concerned about global warming, but this
does not justify a fuel-switching policy.

Finally, as part of being "socially responsible" and responsive to customers, BPA
should continue to strive to involve its customers and the public as much as
possible in decisions that affect the agency. This applies to ali of the issues the
agency faces -- environmental, financial, and operational. Because BPA has done
an outstanding job of public involvement in the past few years, we simply urge the
agency to keep up the good work.
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SeattleCityRand,iii \V. llardv. _ul_t'rintt'ndt'nt
NtIFIII,III I_. Ricc, M+.tvtlr

August 1, 1991

James Jura, Administrator
Department of Energy
Bonneville Power Administration
P.O. Box 3621

Portland, OR 97208-3621

Dear Mr. Jura:

In response to your request for a statement on "Defining the Social Responsibility of the
Bonneville Power Administration" (BPA), we have identified four major arcas for
consideration. Seattle City Light is attempting to address the following questions and
issues which may help cstablish socially responsible guidelines for othcr utilities' actions as
well as our own.

lie Environmentally Responsible

Is it necessary to make decisions based on ali costs?

We think so. To be socially responsible, a utility must consider ali costs associated with
resource planning, acquisition, and operations decisions. Environmental externalities, in
particular, should be internalized so that decisions are made based on the true costs to
society. In our opinion, cnvironmental analysis should not be limited to readily
quantifiable items. The inability to assign a number to an impact should not lessen its
bcaring in the decision-making process. Therefore we bclieve, ali costs which arc
reasonably quantifiable must be quantified and other costs which arc not readily
quantifiable must be considered in a qualitative assessment.

Acquire Low Impact Resources

Should BPA acquire low environmental impact conservation and generation expeditiously?

We believe that this can be done. To the extent that ali utilities, including BPA, cart

eliminate barriers to sound resource acquisition practices, the region's ability tct develop
cost effective low environmental impact resources will be enhanced. BPA, in this time oi+
resource deficits, must move quickly to secure cost effcctive and low environmental impact
conservation and generation resources. Specifically, BPA nceds to develop conlidencc in
its ability to accurately analyze resources. Presently, low cost environmentally sound
projects may be lost in the overwhelming volume of BPA-induced non-regulatory
paperwork.
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James Jura

July 31, 1991

Build a Vision with a Diverse and Competent Workforce

What is BPA's role in fostering a diverse and competent workforcc?

At City Light we believe socially responsible utilities have an obligatian to reflect the
communities that they serve and to be good at what they do. To ser_c the region best,
they should hire a viable, vibrant, and technically competent workforcc. Utilities should
also strive to meet Equal Employment Opportunity guidelines as established by their
governing bodies. The utility workforcc should reflect the cultural and ethnic diversity of
the Northwest.

Recognize Responsibilities to the Region

What is BPA's role in fostering regional cooperation?

We believe BPA has several good examples of regional cooperation upon which it can

build. These partnerships include the Puget Sound Area Electrical Reliability Planning
process and BPA's general approach to resource and financial planning. As the major
market influence in the regional utility arena, BPA must continue to recognize its unique
position vis-a-vis other regional participants. BPA can and should continue to support
individual utility resource development efforts, seek diversity in solutions to the region's
energy problems, and allocate financial resources across its participating customers in a
nondiscriminatory fashion. BPA should not seek to benefit its own position at the
expense of others in the region, or unduly compensate some customers the expense of
others.

We look forward to participating in the Programs in Perspective mcctings this fall.

Sincerely,

Randall W. Hardy
Superintendent
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Social Resoonsibilitv and Stewardshi.o

Southern California Edison Company

The social responsibilities of utilities, whether
governmental or private, are perhaps more extensive than
those of other industries. The service provided has become
essential to ali aspects of society, and is integral to the
lifestyles and economic well being of ali citizens. To
provide this service utilities consume or manage vast
quantities of precious natural resources and affect the
environment in innumerable ways. Prudent stewardship of
the environment, and the resources used to provide quality
service is the cornerstone of our social responsibility to ali
our constituencies.

As a federal agency, the Bonneville Power Administration is
uniquely charged in this respect as the steward of one of
our nations most important regions, rich in indigenous
natural resources. The bounty of the Columbia River system
is a vital national asset. Bonneville's stewardship of this
resource and the quality of its service in an era of new
environmental and electrical load demands, will require
creative and non-traditional approaches to prudently serve
sometimes conflicting constituencies.

Interregional cooperation is an avenue that can provide the
synergies for creative approaches to the challenging
problems Bonneville faces in the decade of the 1990's.
These relationships can foster the synergies that will
enable Bonneville to best meet its social responsibilities to
our country's citizens both in and out of the Pacific
Northwest.
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MATILLA COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
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July 29, 1991

Mr• John Merrill
Government Affairs Officer

0 Box i_26

Bonneville Power Administration

Portland, Oregon 97208

Dear John:

At the July meeting of the B.P.A. local government consultation
group in Butte, Montana, we weze asked to discuss what it would
mean for Bonneville Power Administration to exercise social

responsibility•

Since that time I have wrestled with what may be the genesis of
that request and I offer these thoughts to B.P.A. for their
consideration• In my opinion, you would be hard pressed to name
any discovery and its consequent development that has changed
society more than electricity• It boggles the mind to consider
where we would be today were it not for electric power•

The electrification of the United States and the world was one of

the most significant and important developments in human history.
The benefits are unmeasurable, and I do not think anyone in their
right mind would advocate turning back the clock to pre-electric
times•

I would contend that it was socially responsible that such
development took place• To have done otherwise would have been
socially irresponsible•

The hydro dams, copper mines, transmission lines, coal fire
plants, electric engines, lighting fixtures, building wiring, and
the list goes on and one, were brought into being either wholly
or in part to provide people with the benefits of electricity.

We make a very bad mistake if we suddenly declare that the early
developments of this energy source were socially irresponsible• I
am not saying that mistakes were not made_ They certainly were
and many of them are being mitigated today• But I would tend to
think that most of them were honest mistakes and many were not
seen at the time of development•
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When Bonneville Dam was built I'm sure President Roosevelt

believed the United States was being socially responsible in

creating this source of electrical generation.

" the _eneralIt disturbs me if, and I stress the word "if,

prevailing thought in the development of electrical usage,

contends we have not been socially responsible. If this is the

case, I want to register my disagreement to this trend of
thought.

We must move forward with the intention of improving and making

the system better. But let us not fall into the trap of assuming

that B.P.A. needs to be socially responsible because it has not
been so in the past.

It is both convenient and easy to point the finger of blame to

the past and make B.P.A. the "bad guy." I would hope that we not
do this either overtly or by implication.

Thanks for the opportunity to state my feelings and I trust they

may be of some value.

Very truly yours,

Bill Hansell

U_atilla County Commissioner

BH:mw

i
cc: Jane Cummins

!
a
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S[]BMITTED BY : Western Montana Electric

Generating & Transmission Cooperative, inc.

1991 Programs inPerspectiveIssuePaper

Social Responsibilities -- Focussed for BPA

The term "social responsibilities" conjures up thoughts about
obligations of state or Federal government to care for those in need who are
unable to help themselves. Examples of such needy include the homeless, the
unemployed, the physically deformed, the mentally impaired, etc. To meet
their "social responsibilities," state legislatures and the U.S. Congress have
enacted laws which establish and/or authorize government entities to carry
out special programs. Such programs are specific such as medicaid,
unemployment compensation, and providing facilities to deal with mental and
physical problems. A key consideration in devising programs to meet secial
responsibilities is "who benefits" and "who pays."

It is unusual that a bureau of the Federal government, the Bonneville
Power Administration, believes it has the latitude to decide the extent to
which it will carry out activities to meet its perceived "social responsibilities."
The members of the Western Montana Electric Generating & Transmission
Cooperative, Inc. (six rural cooperatives obtaining their full requirements of
wholesam power from BPA) disagree that BPA has this latitude. We suggest
that BPA's "social responsibilities" should be sharply focussed.

Congress was quite specific as to the activities the Administration is
authorized and directed to carry out; these authorized and directed activities
are set forth in the Bonneville Project Act, the Federal Columbia River
Transmission System Act, and the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning
and Conservation Act. Basically, BPA is to function like a responsible utility
providing electric power and transmission sel-cices to its customers. It is to
establish rates "with a view to encouraging the widest possible diversified use
of electric power at the lowest possible rates to consumers consistent with
sound business principles." The term "social responsibilities" does not appear
in any legislation applicable to BPA, nor does the legislation suggest BPA has
obligations in this regard.

To focus the meaning of"social responsibilities" on BPA's activities is
difficult. BPA is not authorized to be in the welfare business. It is a utility -

- a government utility. We prefer simply the term "responsible."

As a "responsible" government utility, BPA should carry out its
Congressionally authorized and directed duties with the highest standards of
excellence. It should set an example of full compliance with applicable
environmental laws. It should deal with landowners in acquiring property
and land rights with respect and in accordance with the law. It should
recognize the views of its customers, and be cognizant of who benefits fi'om
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its activities and who pays. Exceeding the requirements and intent of the
law is inappropriate (perhaps illegal).

The Northwest Power Act offered BPA a considerable amount of

discretion with regard to acquiring conservation and generation resources,
and in funding fish and wildlife mitigation programs. Special non-utility
interests have recognized BPA as a funding source and exploitation is
presently running rampant. As a "responsible" government utility, BPA must
maintain discipline. It must only acquire resources that a prudent utility
would seek out. Cost is an important factor -- set forth in the law. It must
only fund mitigation which is warranted, can be afforded, and will yield
results, consistent with the law.

As a "responsible" government utility, BPA must control its costs.
Rates should not increase faster than inflation -- variable costs are a small

part of BPA's overall cost of doing business. BPA should be hardnosed and
resist taking on new continuing annual obligations unrelated to the utility
operation.

Consumers receiving electric power from cooperatives in western
Montana are presently paying rates higher than neighboring utilities who are
not BPA customers. We want our supplier to be a "responsible" wholesale
utility. We cannot afford to pay the additional costs of BPA :nvolving itself
in unauthorized social programs. BPA must focus its attention on providing
authorized services to those who pay the bills, as authorized by the laws
Congress has enacted.

BPA

__,. __ To "SociallyResponsib>le"___ ,programs,,, _
i ii

"_:_:_1 WesternMontana Electric Generating
& Transmission Cooperative, Inc.

August 1, 1991
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Remaining Competitive

A Perspective From The Association of Northwest Gas Utilities

The Association of NW Gas Utilities appreciates this opportunity to contribute to
Bonneville's fall Programs in Perspective (PIP) discussions. The interest of our industry
in BPA discussions has grown as your agency's discussions have turned toward greater
use of natural gas as a generating fuel. Remaining to be answered are such key
questions as "How will BPA programs and expenditures impact existing gas customers?"
Or, more importantly, "How can BPA programs and policies be developed to insure that
least-cost results are attained by both electric and gas customers?" From a variety of
perspectives--as Northwest residents, electric customers, and suppliers of a premium
energy--the region's natural gas industry has a large stake in how BPA policies and
programs evolve. By examining BPA's plans, we, in turn, are better able to integrate the
strategies for natural gas with those of electricity for a more effective overall use of energy
in the Northwest.

The six companies 1 of our Association serve more than one million customers,
bringing the equivalent of 10,000 MWa of electricity into the Northwest--about the same
as that supplied by BPA. When planned pipelines expansions are completed in 1994, the
Northwest gas industry could have access to the equivalent of 17,000 MWa--
approximately the same amount of energy as is supplied by the entire Northwest public
and private electric system.

The 1990 BPA Resource Proqram took an important step in recognizing the natural
gas resource, tile diversity it brings to Northwest energy supplies, and the electric system
costs that would be saved by using natural gas directly for space and water heating. 2
We encourage BPA to continue these analyses and investigations to determine how its
activities best fit so that al_Jthe region's energy resource are used in the most economical,
efficient, and environmentally acceptable ways. Policies which remove artificial barriers
and promote market-based competition will encourage these results.

To date, the fuel conversion issue has been exceedingly sensitive. Many electric
utilities perceive direct use of natural gas strictly in terms of lost revenue, rather than
saved costs and the most efficient use of an energy resource. In this respect, fuel
conversions are similar to conservation--utilities are asked to reduce incremental load

1CP National Corp., Cascade Natural Gas Corp., Intermountain Gas Co., Northwest Natural Gas Co.,
The Washington Water Power Co., Washington Natural Gas Co.

2"...fuel switching (electric water heaters to gas)...has the potential to reduce BPA's obligation to
acquire new resources and transmission facilities, reduce BPA costs, reduce BPA rates, and reduce West
Coast CO 2emissions." BPA 1990 Resource Proqram. p. 33. Appendix A of the same study points out that
electric water heaters are forecasted to be installed in more than 85 percent of new single family residences
and existing homes. If this were reduced to 50 percent, it would save BPA $467 million and 43 million tons
of carbon emissions through 2034. If reduced to 20 percent, savings increase to $700 million and 90 million
tons. (Table A-l, p. A-14).

ii1
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growth through conservation (or conversion) to save long-term costs. This is elegant
theory, but difficult for utilities to practice.

Perhaps the discussion focus should shift. If using natural gas directly wherever
practical for space and water heat is the most efficient, economical way to meet or reduce
electric load growth, what changes are needed to ensure that is accomplished?

Two excellent examples of successful pilot water and space heat conversion
programs now exist. One was run jointly by Washington Natural Gas Company and
Snohomish PUD, the other by The Washington Water Power Company. Both programs
contain characteristics that Association members believe ensured their success. The two

programs tested customer response to electric utility invitations to convert to natural gas.
The Washington Water Power program featured a shared savings customer charge to
help recover costs. Snohomish PUD invited Washington Natural Gas Company to
discuss development and financing of a conversion program. Once the program was
developed, Snohomish customers were contacted by a joint utility team. In both cases,
electric utilities facing changing load and resource conditions responded with positive
programs that will benefit their customers through a lower overall energy bill, an efficient
use of natural gas, and a reduced need for additional electric generation within the
Northwest.

As in every other sector of the economy, the environment in which utilities operate
is rapidly changing. Environmental initiatives from California and demand side
management concepts from British Columbia are spilling over the Northwest. Economic
and environmental pressures are sending utilities down new and untested least cost and
energy service paths. Only constant reassessment and reevaluation will enable BPA and
the entire Northwest "energy" utility community to maintain its competitive edge.

i,

Associationof NorthwestGas Utilities
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Conserving Northwest Competitiveness
"-By Bonnev-i+ilePower A-d+minislraiion....................... _ .......................................................................

By developing the Columbia River, the Northwest contracts expire in 2001. We need some advice on how
changea its destiny. Abundant hydroelectricity from the to approach these negotiations.
dams on the river, coupled with the high-voltage Will BPA be most competitive if it acts as "the
transmission grid developed over the past 50 years, gave economic flywheel" of the region--the entity that shields
the region a unique economic asset. Our power was retail utilities from risks--or should it simply be one of
inexpensive and we could deliver it where it was needed, many suppliers from which customers can choose?

Relationships between BPA and its utility customers have What assumptions should we make about the loads
reflected the advantages of a hydro-based system. BPA is and expectations of different customer groups? Should
one of the nation's lowest cost providers of reliable electric BPA plan on supplying power to the DSIs, public utilities
energy. But the advantages may become harder to preserve and investor-owned utilities for the next 20 years? Ali of
in the future. More electricity is needed in the region, and their loads? Part? What percentage? Will the public utilities
we don't have another Columbia River to develop. In be best served in the long run if BPA has a dwindling DSI,
addition, we probably will be altering power pr(x:iuction investor-owned utility and public generator load? Can
on the river to provide more protection for fish. we be most competitive for the Northwest by serving part

Competitiveness means different things to different of the market or ali of it?
people. In preparing for the Programs in Perspective Should we provide cost or rate incentives for customers
meetings, BPA managers have defined it as "being the first to conserve power or use it more wisely? Should we begin
choice of your customers and keeping costs low," as "taking to offer tiered rates so that the more power a customer
risks" _tnd "teamwork." They said it does not equate to the uses the more it pays?
lowest bottom line because it includes intangibles like

customer satisfaction and a clean environment. Most felt that Meeting Rising Demand
meeting social responsibilities often means being on the best
business path as weil. The region needs new resources to meet the demands

Increased uncertainty makes it necessary for BPA and the of an expanding economy. We've already geared up
conservation expenditures and several other resourceregion to refocus on the question of competitiveness. Are we

doing the right things today to keep power inexpensive and acquisition programs. We need to be sure BPA's resource
reliable for Northwest consumers in the future? What role decisions go hand in hand with the commitment to

should BPA play in making this happen? remain competitive. Does being most competitive mean
This paper discusses how Bonneville can remain that BPA should go out and buy the cheapest resources

competitive to the benefit of the Northwest in the years to directly, or should we rely more on our customers to
come. lt doesn't say how, rather it asks how. acquire new resources?

The paper is part of the Programs in Perspective effort this At what pace should we acquire new resources--should
year to help explore how BPA can carry out its internal we spend a little more to build in a cushion of comfort or
management vision of being "the most competitive and should we try to proceed incrementally? Will acquiring

resources quickly put our competitiveness at risk orsocially responsible power system in the nation." We want enhance it?
you to help us determine what BPA's role should be in
preserving the value of our hydropower system in the What will we need to do that we are not doing now in
economy and quality of life in the Northwest. What are the order to capture the region's conservation goal of 1,500
scope, dimensions and definitions of being competitive in megawatts by 2003? How does conservation affecl
today's and tomorrow's energy markets? And what do competitiveness?

these mean in terms of social responsibility? Trying Out New RolesSeveral examples of the kinds of issues we may discuss
at the Programs in Perspective meetings are listed below. BPA is building some novel relationships in the search
Others will no doubt occur to you, and we encourage you for new resources. For example, our billing credits program
to present them. rewards customers who come up with new resources on

their own and cut their need for BPA power.

Approachingthe Power Sales Ourrecent competitive bidding solicitation takes a

ContractsRenegotiations decentralized approach to power supply. We asked
customers and others in the energy business to make us an

We will soon be renegotiating power sales contracts with offer, essentially .saying "BPA will pay you to take the risk of
our customers-- publicly owned utilities and cooperatives, development." BPA purchases results rather than assuming
investor-owned utilities, and direct service industrial ali the risks. Is this a g(x)d direction to be going--should
customers, such as the aluminum companies. The 20-year we strive for more decentralization of power supply? What



are the advantages of BPA taking the role of a developer t4ow should we plan for these contingencies? Should we
versus a purchaser, and of a utility as a contractor versus have more resources "in reserve?"
a developer? Do Northwest ratepayers want us to get power from

sources other than the river so that fish, wildlife and
TransmissionNeeds More Attention recreation carl be enhanced._ Would this be true even if it

meant developing nuclear power or coal?
BPA's extensive high-voltage transmission system is What will be the costs for fish and wildlife? Suppose we

one of its greatest competitive assets. In the next decade, have less revenue to fund fish programs as a result of
the system needs replacements and reinforcements to providing more flows for fish and lessfor power generation_
maintain this advantage. These upgrades are planned on
a certain schedule. What if demand accelerates? Should If rates have to rise, how would we be judged then?

these changed funding needs be given high priority? Are
there other options if environmental concerns (EMF, Marketing and Pricing
Endangered Species Act, etc.) make it impossible to hold Most of BPA's revenue comes from the sale of power. The
tc) the existing schedule? revenues earned from sales of surplus power to California

Should BPA seek out joint transmission projects with have been helpful in the past in keeping regional rates low
utilities? Will this enhance or limit our competitive and in enabling BPA to repay the federal government's
performance? ts cooperation on transmission projects the $8 billion investment in tile Northwest's power and
best way to prevent proliferation of transmission corridors transmission systems. The intertie access policy that BPA
and achieve a fully competitive marketplace? adopted in 1988 was designed to ensure BPA could sell its

How should BPA respond tc) the disparity in power surplus power over the lines, while also providing
demands between the east and west sides of the Cascades? opportunities for other utilities to use the intertie for their
Most of the power is generated at dams and thermal plants own transactions. Now that there is less surplus to market,
east of the Cascade Mountains, but the rapidly growing maybe we should re-examine our power marketing and
population centers are in the west. For example, only intertie policies.
about one-quarter of the peak power need in the Puget What about fuel switching? Should BPA make an effort to
Sound area is generated there. High-voltage lines transmit help the public make the best energy choice, whether it is
the rest of the power used to serve the area's peak needs, electricity or gas, or should the marketplace decide among

Where should the new resources and transmission to fuels? What action by BPA would De best for the Northwest?
serve these b(x)ming areas be built and who should pay for

them? Do we still pursue a Northwest agenda, or should we Beyond the Norlhwest's Borders
begin to factor in subregional differences in our planning
and pricing? What's the most competitive course of action? Historically, West Coast utilities have sold and exchanged

power among themselves and engaged in some coordination

The Many Facesof Customer Service of resource developments. Because of available
hydroelectric: storage and seasonal diversity among regions,

Which BPA actions allow its customers to provide the there are additional opportunities for electric utility
best service to consumers? BPA can offer the same c(x)rdination among the Northwest, Canada and California if
generic commodity to all customers, or we can try to we so choose. British Columbia and Alberta still have energy
"customize" our offerings to meet the individual needs of surpluses. California offers a market as does the Northwest.
specific customers. How concerned about equity should There could be economic and environmental advantages
we be if we customize? to operating the generating re_)urces and transmission in

If we try to meet the special needs of one customer the entire western United States and western Canada as
or category of customers, do we disadvantage other one large entity. Would this make us more competitive?
customers? Should we make the decisions about meeting Are there risks?
special needs or should the marketplace decide? Should BPA orchestrate more coordination between

the Northwest and western Canada? From California to

TakingFishand Wildlife into Account Canada? Or should BPA tend only its own garden?

Efforts to help fish and wildlife will continue to affect Conclusion
our budgets and operations. For example, keeping water
flows up during some months of the year may help fish, As we said earlier, competitiveness means different things
but constrain our ability to produce and market power, to different people. We hope you will bring your definitions

Upcoming decisions about protecting salmon species to the meetings. We anticipate an active dialogue to help us
proposed as threatened and endangered under the reach a better understanding of what competitiveness means,
Endangered Species Act may cause other changes in and how it should influence BPA's plans and goals--not to
operation of the Columbia and Snake rivers affecting mention shape our common future in the Northwest.
hydropower production. The System Operation Review
now under way may also result in altered river operations.

_'ii 40 Discussion Papers
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lT PAYS TO OWN THE UTILITY 7HAT SERVES YOU

BPA 1991 PROGRAM IN PERSPECTIVE

Issue 2: Competitiveness

by Don Godard, Manager

Canby Utility Board

BPA has proposed a vision statement that offers "competitiveness"

and "social responsibility" as the Yin and the Yang of the

Northwest electric system. These two opposite and complementary

principles are not new. For more than 50 years Northwest Public

Power has had as our goals both low cost power and stewardship of
our natural resources.

We are pleased that BPA shares these principles.

Public Power with its distribution system considers itself to be

in a partnership with the Corps of Engineers, Bureau of

Reclamation and the Supply System that operate electrical
generating resources and Bonneville that maintains the

transmission system. These three elements working together bring

value to the people of the Northwest. It is important that all

the Partners share the same principles.

Of course, what is of interest is how these principles are

reconciled and applied in particular cases. Because we can not

anticipate all situations, it is important that the Partners

understand the process by which a balance will be struck.

Presently, it is not always clear that BPA sees Public Power as a

Partner. Close cooperation in developing approaches to alternate
financing mechanisms and protection of salmon are good examples

of a working Partnership. Revenue financing and initial decisions
on fuel switching are not.

Public Power clearly prefers a Partnership approach. Working the

political and legal processes that reward the "squeaky wheel" is

not a productive basis for a long term relationship.

Public Power brings important characteristics to the Partnership

with the Federal agencies:

i. Public Power is dependent on the Federal system.

Therefore, we are affected most by decisions of the Ftderal

agencies. We would like to be consulted, through the Public Powe_

Council, as a Partner in the initial stages of the decision-

making process.

2. Public Power is diverse. The Partnership should recognize

that the i00 plus publicly owned utilities are unique. Approaches

should be sought that allow decisions to be made at the local

level to the greatest extent possible.



3. Public Power is closest to the people. The Boards and

Commissions are leaders in their communities and are elected to

strike a balance between low cost power and stewardship of our
natural resources.

4. Public Power is close to the disadvantaged in our

communities. We talk face to face with people who can not pay

their bills. No where else in the decision-making process are

these people represented.



CLARK PUBLIC UTILITIES' COMMENTS ON

HOW TO KEEP BPA COMPETITIVE INTO THE NEXT DECADE

INTROI)UCTION AND OBJECTIVF OF PAPER

Clark Public Utilities (CPU) appreciates this opportunity to comment on how the Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA) can remain competitive into the next decade. CPU purchases over 95c)¢ ttf its
power requirements from BPA and BPA's costs account for approximately two-thirds of CPU's total
budget.

One of Clark Public Utilities' long-term stra!egic goals as an organizalion is tct be an energy services

provider in developing a sound infrastructure within Clark County. In order to fulfill this goal, CPU's
retail rates must be competitive with private utilities' retail rates. CPU's retail rates arc only slightly
less than the neighboring private utilities. With increasing competition for service territories and new
industrial/commercial loads, CPU's long-term existence depends on continued purchases ttf BPA
power _,t a competitive rate. As such, CPU is deeply concerned about the ongoing competitiveness
ttf BPA power rates and offers below a summary ttf how BPA can stay competitive.

WllAT MAJOR ISSUES MUST l|F SUCCI,'SSFUI,IN AI)I)RESSI,_I) IF BPA IS T() REMAIN
COMPETITIVE?

Congress and the courts have provided and upheld the preferential right ttf customer-owned electric
utilities to the output of federally owncd electric generating facilities. Preference is only of value if
the rates charged are c(tmpctitive. Thcre arc fltur key areas which greatly affect the level c)f BPA's
rates. These key issues are internal efficient.3,, environmental issues, repayment accclcratit_n and new
resource developments to meet growing Pacific Northwest electrical loads. Each of these key areas
is discussed below:

• Internal Efficiency - Internal efficiency requires the most cost-effective use of personnel and
material resources. Avoiding duplication, streamlining channels of internal communication,
c(tnsolidating functions, eliminating unnecessary positions and automating manual functions arc
necessary to maximize internal efficient.3,.

° Fnvironmental Issues - The costs associated with environmental issues fi)r BPA arc

considerable. Fish and wildlife costs, the compliance costs ttf the Clean Air Act and lhc c()ntingcnt
liability associated with high voltage transmission will transcend both public and private utilities. BPA
will be looked upon as a leader in implementing any environmental mitigation program. BPA should
pay an equitable share of any environmental mitigation cost dccmcd to be appropriate but must
concurrently ensure that ali rcsp_n_iblc parties pay a fair share towards environmentally acceptable
solutions. BPA should not become the deep pocket fitr mitigation of environmental impacts.
Measures paid for must be effective in meeting realistic goals.

• Repayment Acceleration - Repayment acceleration is an increasing throat which would have
a major impact on BPA and the public power community. As long as BPA has outstanding federal
debt and relies on lhc Treasury for new borrowing, the risk of an arbitrary increase in BPA's cost of
borrowed funds is substantial. BPA should actively pursue a long-term strategy whereby this is

_/, q_
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resolvedIo lifebenefitof the consunler-owncdeleclricutilitiesin lhc PacificN_rthwcsl. (-'PI..l

recc_rnmendsthaltheoutstandingBPA Treasurydeblbe rcfinant,edthroughBPA's cuslonlcis. This

stralegywillresultinlhclowestCosland nlOSlstableBPA capitalstruclurep_ssihlcwhileatlhcsame

Ilmr,reducingthe rationalt,forarhilrarilyincreasingBPA's costof borrowed funds.

• New Resource l)evelopment - The Pacific Norlhwest region is currently in ioad/rcsourct,
balance. Given BPA's role in acquiring project output on a regional basis, c_nsidcrabic BPA cfl_rt
and dirt,ct resource costs will he incurred. These increased rcsourct, aCtluisiti_)n c_sts ,,,,'iii likely be
disproportionately placed on cuslonlcr-owncd t,lcctric utilitit,s even Ih¢_ugh otht,r cuslorrlers ¢_fBPA
such as private utilities may require the additional resources.

Rr,source dcvelt_pmcnt at the regional level is rife with'problems and inequities. Clark Pul_lic tltilities
retail customers are still paying the high costs of large centrally'cd rcs_urce development I,y the
Washington Public P_w¢cr Supply System. CPU asserts that BPA cannot shouidt,r the burden t_l
regional resource developer and provide competitively priced power to its preference customers. BPA
musl assure that its prefert,nce customers do not incur any costs associated wilh resources developed
lo meet priwltc ulilitics load growth.

CPU recommends thai BPA nc_t attempt to acquire the output of ali new rcs¢_urces to mt't,t rcgic)nal
I_ad growth. Rather, BPA should provide individual utilities with p_)silive inccntivest_ mcct their
cwcn load growth rcquircmenls. Attendant with this resource development slratt,gy is thai BPA would
t3c able to "right-size" its organization and reduce the w/crhcad costs of the agt,ncy.

S[IMMARY

tlow can BPA deal with these four issues and other major issues Ihal will face lhc electric utility
industry, in the 199(1's'? The key lies in redefining BPA's relationship with its preference cust_mers.
Each utility has its own unique operating characteristics. Customer l_ascs and loads ,,'a_' significantly
from c}ne prcfcrcncc cuslonler to ;,inolht,r. Load faclors lind resource nlixes V;.ll_,Ircnlend{}tlslv. "l'hcsc
significant differences nccd to bc recognized and BPA's role should hc as a partner to SUl_p_rt and
I_sler the ability of each customer-owned utility to best meet its own particular customer needs. This
must he done through increased flexibility in the power sales contract, greater incentives in the rate
structure for utilities to meet their own load growth and to develop and implenlent l_r_grams :Jt lhc
I_cal utility level.

Adherence to this course of action will rr,suit in the decentralization of c_mlr_l over rcgit_nal p_wcr
issues and greater control ;,ll thr, local level. Adherence to these rcc_mrnt,ndations will also :tbst_lvc
BPA of lhc risks associated wilh new rcsourcc acquisition. Finally, ad_ption _f these
recommendations will lead to BPA being price and service competitive into the next decade.

-44-
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BPA and Customer Competitiveness
Programs in Perspective 1991

What is BPA Competitiveness?

Since its inception, BPA's mission has been to market power at low rates to
its Northwest customers. BPA is required t(r

...transmit and dispose of such power and energy in such manner _" to
encourage the most widespread use thereof at the lowest possible rates to
consumers consistent with sound business principles...

This mission is a clear definition of BPA competitiveness. BPA must strive for the
lowest possible rates, and not be satisfied with rates that will allow it to continue to
sell power. BPA should impose on itself criteria to approximate a competitive
environment. There are ideas on how to do this below.

During development of the Federal Columbia River Power System, the region
has balanced the tension between keeping costs at the absolute minimum and other
values inferred as sound bushzess principles. After fifty years, the result is a system
that continues to produce electricity at low cost. At the same time the impacts of the
FCRPS development have been held to reasonable levels. BPA must continue to
make these compromises and strive for the lowest possible rates.

Customer Competitiveness is the Ultimate Measure of BPA Success

BPA must keep its rates low if its customers are to remain competitive.
BPA's core customer is industry: 60 percent of BPA sales turn the wheels of
Northwest industry. Basic industry-- aluminum, chemical, pulp and paper, aerospace,
irrigated agriculture, and many others -- are the foundation to the quality Northwest
lifestyle and economy.

Northwest industry faces stiff competition. The Northwest disadvantages of
high transportation and labor costs have historically been offset by the abundance of
natural resources and low cost power. This is changing. For example, the average
power rate paid by BPA's aluminum direct service industries is nearly 20 percent
higher than the world average power rate. Other industry customers face a tighter
supply of natural resources, increasing the importance of low power costs. BPA adds
value if it maintains low rates, allowing existing industry to remain healthy and
competitive in the Northwest.
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Customer Service

Working with its public utility and direct service customers, BPA should ask
industry what is needed from BPA to remain competitive. Customer service means
more than low rates. BPA must strive to respond to customers in a timely and clear
manner and with flexibility to meet each customer's unique situation. It also means
being able to answer questions about future supply and price, to provide customers
certainty and allow investments in the future, lt also means a BPA staff that is
sensitive to customer needs and empowered to meet those needs. Providing these
needs to BPA's core industrial customers should be the highest priority as new power
sales contracts are developed.

Actions BPA Should Take to Target Rate Objectives

1. Set Rate Level Target

Low rates can be advanced by setting rate level targets. BPA should use the
Ten Year Financial Plan to establish competitive price targets for 1996 and 2001.
The price targets should be set to allow continued customer competitiveness.

BPA should work with its core customers and reach a mutual commitment to

maintain the rate level targets that are established. BPA capital programs, financial
goals and staff levels should be set to insure that the price targets are met. In
partnership with its customers, BPA can accomplish its mission to operate within the
target rates.

2. Accept the Competitive Discipline of the Marketplace

Price discipline may be enhanced by allowing direct competition. BPA's new
power sales contracts with its customers should encourage competition. The new
contracts should empower utilities to independently develop resources and
transmission, creating new options and sources of supply. The contracts should also
allow ali BPA customers to choose BPA service, creating more market options which
will motivate BPA competitiveness.

Conclusion

In partnership with its customers, BPA can continue to accomplish its mission
to maintain low rates and keep its industry customers competitive.

August l, 1991
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Northwest irrigation Utiilties 5oo N.E. Multnomah, Suite 354 • Portland, Oregon 97232

1991 Programs in Perspective Issue Paper

COMPETITIVENESS

NIU represents primarily rural utilities, most of which are non-generating utilities
and full requirement customers of BPA. Agriculture dominates the economies of the
areas served by NIU utilities. Ali NIU members serve substantial irrigation loads at the
retail level. Agriculture, especially irrigated agriculture, is dependent on the continued
availability of water and reasonably priced power.

For NIU members, remaining "competitive" means being economically viable and
able to perform our mission as retail electric power suppliers. To accomplish this it is
necessary that economies in the area we serve remain viable. We depend on BPA to
help us accomplish this. At the same time, we believe that if BPA's customers are
"competitive", i.e. economically healthy, BPA itself will be "competitive", i.e. able to
perform its mission of supplying reliable and reasonably priced power on a financially
sound basis. Thus, being "competitive" requires a regional partnership between BPA
and its customers.

BPA's non-generating full requirements customers depend on BPA for power
supply and power delivery. Without BPA, these utilities would find it difficult to
survive. BPA must remain strong and capable of fulfilling its present regional role. A
strong BPA means, among other things, the region should look to BPA to: (i) be a
catalyst for one-utility planning, (ii) continue to develop, own, and operate the region's
backbone transmission system to assure deliverability of power, and (iii) play a
predominant role in acquiring additional resources to meet load growth and not transfer
this responsibility to its customers. In _ddition, BPA should continue to offer technical
assistance and incentives to its customers to help them to be more efficient and to offer
their retail customers better service.

The region needs to work together to meet our electrical requirements. There
needs to be a cooperative spirit, not the pursuit of narrow self interest.



Pacific GasandElectric Company 77BealeStreet BernardM Speckman
SanFrancisco.CA94106 Manager
415/972-2875 PowerContracl?
TWX910-372-6587

July 31, 1991

Mr. James J. Jura, Administrator

__ BonnevillePower Administration

P.O. Box 3621
Portland,Oregon 97208-3621

Dear Mr. Jura:

PG&E appreciatesthe opportunityto presentits views on competitionin the
energy marketplaceas part of BPA's ongoingProgramsin Perspectiveor
"PIP" process. PG&E recognizesthat althoughthe PIP processis primarilya
forum for Northwestissues, it presentsan opportunityfor open discussion
among a broadcrosssectionof interests,includingthose of Californiautilities.
Since PG&E is frequentlyBPA's single largestcustomer,competitiveforces in
the Northwestmarketplaceare also of great interestto us.

PG&E believesthat competitionwillultimatelybenefit boththe Northwestand
California. As the primarysupplierof transmissionservices inthe Northwest, it
is clear that future transactions betweenour respective regionsand with
Canada will requirethe use of BPAtransmissioncapacity surplusto its own
needs. BPA will, therefore, be in a positionto shape the future
competitivenessof the West Coast energy market.

By positioningitselfas a long- and short-termproviderof such transmission
services ratherthan as a participantin the transaction,BPA willbe able to
maximizethe benefitsof competitionfor the Northwest.

For transactionsbetween the Northwestand California,one of the benefits
derived from competitionwillbe to maximizeregional efficiencieswhichexist
between our two regions. Transactionswhichtake advantageof these
efficiencies(i.e., seasonalexchangesof capacityand energy or transfers of
energy derived from conservationresources)will enable BPA and the
Northwestregionas a wholeto delay the ( onstructionof expensive new
generating resources.

Making use of regionalefficiencieswill also enable BPA to maximizethe use
of its transmissionresourcesand collect the wheeling revenuesassociated
with interregionaltransactions,thus helpingassure timely repaymentto the
U.S. Treasury for investmentin those resources.

PG&E believes that future competitionmustalso includeCanada as a viable,
competitive,and long-termforce in the energy marketplace. To enhancethis
competition,Northwest, Canadian, and Californian utilitiesshouldagree

'!
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Mr. James J. Jura
July 31, 1991

up-front on the amount and price of the necessary BPA transmission. This
price should be based on an equitable sharing of benefits between BPA and
either Northwest-Canadian or California-Canadian transactions.

Once the price of BPA's transmission is known, California and Northwest
utilities will be in a better position to assess their resource options, lt will also
reduce the time and effort required to conclude arrangements. This will in turn
foster greater development of regional efficiencies and new, environmentally
preferred resources. In the process, BPA could obtain a fair price for its
transmission facilities, perhaps based on both embedded costs and lost
opportunities costs. Such an arrangement will have the added benefit of
providing a known, steady stream of revenue to BPA to heip maintain its rates
to its Northwest customers as well as a committed stream of wheeling
revenue.

PG&E recognizes that there may be transmission constraints in both the
Pacific Northwest and California that could limit a free trade of such energy
services. To address this, Northwest and California utilities should be able to
work with BPA on various transmission projects that would accomplish the
goal of removing these constraints and thus foster more competitive West
Coast trade.

In conclusion and in answer to the question posed by BPA on how it can
remain competitive, PG&E thinks BPA can shape competition to the benefit of
its Northwest customers by allowing more buyers and sellers in the Northwest,
Canada, and California to make use of the BPA transmission system. We
believe expanded use of BPA's transmission system will allow individual
utilities to maximize regional efficiencies through bilateral arrangements and
will ultimately help Northwest utilities to plan for their future resource needs
while keeping downward pressure on BPA's rates to its Northwest customers.

Sincerely,

Bern_/_M. Speckman
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SUBMITTED BY: Pacific Power & Light

How BPA Can Remain Competitive

Pacific Power believes that providing low-cost, reliable electric service and keeping
prices stable to customers is essential to remaining competitive in an increasing
competitive energy marketplace. More and more, the marketplace -- and
customers -- are shaping energy prices and products. We believe the key to
success in such an environment is in keeping prices stable and staying attuned and
responsive to customer's needs.

We also believe that the current trend towards increased competition in the
industry means that it is time to re-think the way resource planning and
acquisition has traditionally been carried out in the Northwest. While the region
still needs a coordinated approach, it appears that the centralized planning and
resource mechanisms envisioned in the regional power act may be of limited
application in today's more competitive world.

For example, utilities, including BPA, have little incentive tc) develop large-scale
resources in today's regulatory and competitive environment. It is also clear that
a portion of future electrical resources will be developed and owned by non-utility,
independent power producers, and acquired by utilities through a competitive or
negotiated process.

In short, BPA should not automatically assume the role of the region's central
resource provider. BPA should not view itself as being responsible for managing
the region's resource development. More competition in the energy marketplace
means there is less need for centralized resource development.

Rather than developing resources on behalf of customers, BPA should allow
customers to bring resources to it, purchase "options" on resources customers may
be developing and look to the competitive marketplace for sources of supply.
This approach will help to keep the costs of meeting new resource requirements
and service as low as possible.

BPA appears headed in the right direction to maintain its competitiveness as a
supplier as evidenced by cost-cutting efforts and the recent paring of its wholesale
price increase. In addition, BPA has initiated a competitive bidding process to
acquire new resources from customers and other sources outside of BPA. Pacific
encourages BPA to continue with these efforts, as well as look to optioning
resources, to ensure that it remains a low-cost supplier of energy services to
customers.
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Submitted by: Public Power Council

PPC's View on BPA's PIP Topic "How To Remain Competitive"

BPA and its public power and cooperative customers, through their unique
"yardstick" roles, serve to keep the cost of electric power down throughout the
Northwest. In order for BPA to maintain this role and thereby remain
competitive it must market the electric power of the Federal Columbia Power
System to its public power customers at the lowest practicable price which
recovers the cost of service. It must do so reliably and in partnership with its
preference customers, while continuing to work toward customer service. While
BPA holds a near monopoly as electric power marketer to public entities in the
Northwest, it must recognize that it faces competition from lower cost fuels and
new resources and power suppliers. If BPA acts in this manner, and if they are
given a choice, BPA's preference customers will prefer BPA as their wholesale
supplier of power.

How can BPA achieve this end? BPA must develop a stronger partnership
with its preference customers based on BPA service at the wholesale level and
preference customer service at the local level. The partnership will be evident in
the way that BPA makes decisions. Over the years, BPA has worked hard to
solicit customer input before decisions are made. Examples include the PIP
process itself and various other public involvement processes. By embracing the
partnership ethic customer service will be taken one step further. Adoption of a
partnership ethic means that BPA would not make important policy decisions
without soliciting customer input, and that the customers are assured that BPA
uses that input as the basis of its decisions. BPA should also set customer
satisfaction through the partnership as a goal for the agency.

BPA's customers are responsible for service at the local level, and the
elected boards of consumer-owned utilities are charged with the responsibility of
balancing the various interests of the populace. Thus, we are the best
representatives of customer needs. Each utility has different needs and priorities.
It will be impossible to find solutions to all problems that will fit all of BPA's
public power customers. Therefore, a partnership between preference customers
and BPA would allow for greater utility initiative, recognizing uniqueness at the
local level.

What does the partnership mean?

1. BPA must act as if it is facing strong competition. This orientation must
guide contract negotiations;

2. BPA should accept resource risks that are within the agency's ability to
manage, since BPA is not in a position to control all risks. BPA should
recognize that risks vary from resource to resource;
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3. Price is not the sole determinant of value; reliability and customer service
are also essential;

4. For the region to acquire 1500 aMW of electricity by the year 2003, BPA
will have to work in partnership with its customers, and customer choice
and initiative must be fostered.



BPA'S ROLE .l_ PROVIDING A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
IN RESOURCE ACQUISITION

Submitted By

The Washington Water Power Company
August 1, 1991

When the Regional Power Act was adopted in 1980, common wisdom among
resource planners favored large centrally located generating stations exceeding 1000 MW
in capacity in which multiple participants would share in a small percentage of the
output. These shares were to be offered to Bonneville. Bonneville's role was seen as
spreading the dry hole risk, coordinating a single resource plan through the Regional
Council, and providing transmission and load factoring services to enhance the usefulness
of the new generating resources The Supply System plants, Centralia, Trojan, and
Colstrip are ali structured using the same model. Utilities expected to realize a
competitive advantage in timeliness of resource development and resource cost.

This was before the full impact of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
("PURPA"), before Demand Side Management ("DSM"), and before Independent Power
Producers ("IPP's"). FERC had yet to address opening transmission paths on an ad hoc
basis through cases such as the Pacific/Utah merger and there was no legislation pending
in Congress to further open access to utility owned transmission. No Northwest utility
had yet undertaken a resource bidding program.

The situation facing resource planners changed dramatically in the 1980's. The
question which the region's utilities must now address is whether or not the role foreseen
by the Regional Power Act for Bonneville and the Regional Council is obsolete. If
Bonneville is not going to be the cleating house for large centrally located generating
stations sponsored by a utility or consortium of utilities, (i.e., if today's
PURPA/IPP/resource bidding arena differs significantly from the pre-1980 model), what
role will Bonneville undertake to assure the competitiveness of the region's utilities?

There are indications that the least cost alternative will require a different role for
Bonneville, one which is supportive of the diverse resource acquisition procedures which
are developing. Bonneville has experienced significantly more intervention, disputes, and
litigation from its many constituents than the investor-owned utilities have experienced
in acquiring resources under PURPA. While there is some latitude with large generating
stations, to absorb the costs and delay of procedures for review by ali of Bonneville's
constituencies due to economies of scale, the same is not true for smaller resources such
as those offered under PURPA or by IPP's. The, litigation surrounding non-treaty
storage is an example of the limitations on Bonneville's ability to assume the primary
responsibility in developing new resources. In the absence of consensus, Bonneville's
constituency resorts to litigation. The consensus process greatly extends the time it takes
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Bonneville to make a resource decision. Moreover, when decisions are driven solely by
their impacts on the Priority Firm rate, the result may not be optimal for the region as
a whole and the disenfranchised customer classes themselves may become litigants.

Litigation with Bonneville confronts utilities with a jurisdictional dilemma which
may further deter them from contracting to sell to Bonneville utility-acquired resources
and to purchase power back to meet their load requirements. In the only significant case
to go to court involving the purported sale of a utility acquired resource to Bonneville,
Bonneville declined to purchase a "PURPA" resource from a regional utility and the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals declined to exercise jurisdiction over Bonneville's
judgment on the grounds that the U.S. Court of Claims was the proper forum. On the
other hand, the U.S. Court of Claims recently rejected a breach of contract lawsuit
involving the Northwest Preference Act on the basis that the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals had exclusive jurisdiction.

From an individual utility perspective, the "dry hole" risk assumed by Bonneville
under the Regional Power Act may be exceeded by the risks associated with a legal
process which prevents expexiitious and impartial resolution of contract disputes, or by
extended administrative proceedings. Because utilities are increasingly mitigating their
own "dry hole" risks by acquiring a diversity of IPP, PURPA and DSM resources, the
role of Bonneville as the regional risk taker has been diminished.

For some utilities, resource acquisition cannot wait. We no longer have the
luxury of a large regional surplus to meet the future requirements. How then should
Bonneville act to enable the region to retain its competitive advantage? One alternative
is to develop a process for resource acquisition which supports and enhances the ability
of utilities to individually acquire resources and integrate them into the regional resource
network. Availability of adequate cost-based transmission, co-ownership of transmission,
and shaping of generation are examples of services which would enhance the ability of
utilities to acquire resources from PURPA developers, IPP's, through DSM and from
other sources. This is the region's competitive edge. Channeling this competitive edge
for the benefit of ali of the region's customer classes wiil allow Bonneville to achieve the
result intended by the Regional Act, even if the role Bonneville plays is somewhat
different than that of the acquirer of large generating stations.

In order to achieve this result, Bonneville must consider assuming a role which
retains less of the decision making authority at the federal level. Bonneville would have
to be willing to undertake a change in role on a voluntary basis. This requires
Bonneville to have the vision to recognize its own strengths and weaknesses and to
capitalize upon the strengths while minimizing the effects of weak areas. The consensus
process among Bonneville's broad con.tituency and the litigation which has often resulted
from lack of consensus is a weakness. This weakness threatens to have an adverse effect

upon regional resource acquisition unless Bonneville finds a way to deal with it
effectively.
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